GIM Developer Job Description
Organization Summary
JPMorgan Asset Management is one of the world’s largest and most comprehensive investment
managers. We are a leading asset manager of choice for institutions, financial intermediaries and
individual investors, worldwide. We have a heritage of more than two centuries, a broad range of core
and alternative strategies along with investment professionals operating in every major world market,
offering investment experience and insight that few other firms can match.
The Investment Management business is a leader across a broad range of core and alternative strategies,
and investment professionals operating in every major world market, we offer investment experience and
insight that few other firms can match & comprises:
 managing client assets and delivering strong risk-adjusted returns
 1,300 investment professionals providing more than 350 different strategies spanning the full
spectrum of asset classes, including equity, fixed income, cash liquidity, currency, real estate, hedge
funds and private equity
 leadership positions in U.K., Continental Europe, U.S., Asia, and Japan

The Role
As an Analyst / Application Developer in Technology, you will be responsible for ensuring the successful
design, development, integration and implementation of solutions for the Asia Investment management
Operations, supporting a business that has ambitious long term plans for growth in a highly competitive,
complex environment.

Key Responsibilities
 To drive sound solutions for our business with good consideration of scalability, robustness and
performance.
 To implement projects in accordance to the company standards and procedure
 To maintain the security control in accordance to the company requirements
 To interact with IT colleagues and users regionally / globally as per required in the given assignments
 To safeguard data privacy and compliance of local regulations

Behaviors
Candidates should have the following behaviors
 Continuously deliver business value by being proactive, continuous improvement and track
performance
 Create superior solutions through mining knowledge, solving problems and conceptual flexibility
 Develop teams and communities by developing shared understanding, collaborating effectively and
developing capability
 Build a positive brand by inspiring partnership, communicating and influencing
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GIM Developer Job Description (cont’d)
Qualification
 Java basic knowledge
 University degree in Computing or related disciplines
(Nice to have)
 Hands-on experience on Private/Public Cloud (e.g. Cloud Foundry / AWS), Microservice, DevOps,
Next Generation Development is a definite advantage
 Familiar with Agile development and Continuous Integration and Delivery using tools Git, JIRA, Sonar
and Jenkins is a definite plus
 Delivery focused with good problem solving and analytical skills
 Ability to work both independently as well as collaborating in a team environment utilizing Agile as
the software development practice.
 Strong interpersonal and communication skills to interact with different levels and types of users
internally and externally.
 Excellent command of both written and spoken English and Chinese.
 Ability to speak fluent Mandarin or Japanese is an advantage.
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